Overview

eHealth NSW (EHNSW) has worked closely with NSW Local Health District (LHD) Clinicians, The Clinical Excellence Commission (CEC) and the Agency for Clinical Innovation (ACI) to identify key requirements for the capture of patient observations in general wards for NSW Public Hospitals currently using the Cerner eMR.

Assessment of the patient via the documentation of observations was identified as being a core clinical item across all disciplines and through all phases of care. The collection of observations assisted with the identification of the improvement or deterioration of a patient and highlighted key tasks that needed to be performed.

The ability to document patient observations has been developed in the eMR via the interactive view (iView) in Cerner Millennium which provides a one page view for each patient. The design incorporates adult and paediatric requirements.

The interactive view will provide clinicians with the ability to:

- View and/or document clinical observations in a consolidated place
- View realtime observations
- Logically group observations to reflect what is being assessed
- Support the use of quality and safety solutions
- View trends in observations
- Document retrospective observations against the correct time they were taken
- Allow multiple users to view and/or document observations simultaneously
- Allow for observations to be collected for multiple items of the same type eg. IV lines
- Configure view to only display observations relevant to the patients care or with results documented against them